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Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Release Notes (CDP Private
Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP2)

Known issues, fixed issues and new features for Cloudera Manager and CDP Private Cloud Base.

Important:  Do not upgrade to Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 if you are running CDP Private Cloud Data Services
in your deployment.

What's New in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP2)
New features and changed behavior for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7.

There are no new features 7.1.7 SP2 (Cloudera Manager 7.6.7) release.

Fixed Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
SP2)

Fixed issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7

Important:  Do not upgrade to Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 if you are running CDP Private Cloud Data Services
in your deployment.

OPSAPS-59363: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 protocols are out-of-date and contain security vulnerabilities

This issue has been fixed by disabling the old TLS (1.0 and 1.1) protocols for every JVM started by
Cloudera Manager and upgrading to a higher version of the protocol (1.2 or 1.3). Cloudera Manager
now only supports TLS 1.2 for Java 8. For Java 11 and higher versions, Cloudera Manager supports
TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3.

OPSAPS-65040: ImpalaFileFormatAnalysisRule should only inspect SCAN_NODE

Fixed slow impala query processing by Cloudera Manager SMON. This fix improves the
performance of ImpalaFileFormatAnalysisRule.

OPSAPS-65419: Hosts page takes too long to load on large clusters

The All Hosts page sometimes takes more than 10 seconds and is very slow when Cloudera
Manager manages a very large cluster such as about a hundred hosts. This performance problem
is fixed now by reducing the number of SQLs made to the database. The page load time is now
reduced dramatically.

OPSAPS-64599: The Service Monitor logs are flooded with error messages during the CDH 5 cluster
management

Fixed an issue where a dependency conflict prevents periodic HBase monitoring tasks, and Service
Monitor logs are flooded with NoClassDefFoundError errors when Cloudera Manager is managing
a CDH 5 cluster.

OPSAPS-64187: Cloudera Manager Event Server does not clean up old events

Fixed an issue where an Event Server cleanup did not work and was unable to clean the old events.

OPSAPS-63881: Permissions of user directories under /var/lib/ is 700 on RHEL 8.4

This issue applies only when RHEL 8.4 or higher is used. In these versions the /etc/login.defs
file has HOME_MODE configured with 700 permissions. Due to this, service directories were
incorrectly created with 700 permissions.

OPSAPS-63605: An Event Server cannot start after an upgrade due to a field type mismatch
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Fixed an issue where, in case of sufficiently long event attributes, a deprecated field type is replaced
with an incompatible field type in the backing data store as part of the Cloudera Manager upgrade.
This prevents the Event Server from starting. This fix changes the field type to a compatible one.

OPSAPS-62805: Kafka role log file retrieval fails and diagnostic bundles do not contain the Kafka
broker role logs

Fixed an issue where Kafka and Cruise Control role-level logs cannot be accessed due to a
u'LOG4J2 issue. Added LOG4J2 in the log_search.py file to provide support to the LOG4J2 log
type for accessing service logs through Cloudera Manager UI.

OPSAPS-60331: Active Directory creates invalid Service Principal Names(SPN) when generating
Kerberos credentials

If Cloudera Manager is configured to use Active Directory as a Kerberos KDC, and is also
configured to use /etc/cloudera-scm-server/cmf.keytab as the KDC admin credentials, you should no
longer encounter errors when generating Kerberos credentials.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-65104: Importing table column statistics for Hive replication is thread-safe but
causes performance regression.

To resolve this issue, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the  Cloudera Manager Clusters Hive service Configuration  tab.
2. Locate the hive_replication_env_safety_valve property,
3. Add only one of the following key-value pair depending on your requirement:

• COLUMN_STATS_IMPORT_MULTI_THREADED=true

This ensures that the column statistics import operation is multi-threaded for Hive
replication.

• SKIP_COLUMN_STATS_IMPORT=true

This ensures that the column statistics import is skipped entirely.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-63759

When the accumulated temporary file count in a HDFS temporary folder (snapshot diff-based
HDFS replication synchronizes the deletes and renames through a temporary directory on the target
cluster) crosses the HDFS directory entry count limit per directory of ~6.4 items, the incremental
replication fails and the replication process falls back to bootstrap replication (that is, all the files are
replicated).

OPSAPS-63759 introduces an optional direct delete behavior where delete operations are run
directly without the intermediate moves into the common temporary directory. To enable this
workaround:

1. Go to the  target Cloudera Manager Clusters HDFS service Configuration  tab.
2. Search for the Cluster-wide Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for core-site.xml

property.
3. Add the com.cloudera.enterprise.distcp.direct-rename-and-delete.enabled=true key-value pair.

This parameter activates the direct delete approach.

Optionally, you can set the com.cloudera.enterprise.distcp.direct-delete.log-interval=[***enter
a value (n) greater than 0***] key-value pair to override the default (100000) delete count for
each delete progress log message.

Note:  If you update these parameters after the HDFS file limit per directory is
crossed, the next replication policy run is a bootstrap operation (that is, all the
files are replicated and snapshot-diffs are not used). Snapshot diffs (or incremental
replication) are used only after a successful bootstrap run. Note that the activation of
this workaround can be followed in the logs printed by DistCp.
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Known Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
SP2)

Known issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7
OPSAPS-65213: Ending the maintenance mode for a commissioned host with either an Ozone DataNode
role or a Kafka Broker role running on it, might result in an error.

You may see the following error if you end the maintenance mode for Ozone and Kafka services
from Cloudera Manager when the roles are not decommissioned on the host.

Execute command Recommission and Start on service OZONE-1
Failed to execute command Recommission and Start on service OZ
ONE-1
Recommission and Start
Command Recommission and Start is not currently available for e
xecution.

To resolve this issue, use the API support feature to take the host out of maintenance mode.

1. Log into Cloudera Manager as an Administrator.
2. Go to  Hosts All Hosts .
3. Select the host for which you need to end the maintenance mode from the available list and click

the link to open the host details page.
4. Copy the Host ID from the Details section.
5. Go to  Support API Explorer .
6. Locate and click the /hosts/{hostId}/commands/exitMaintenanceMode endpoint for

HostsResource API to view the API parameters.
7. Click Try it out.
8. Enter the ID of your host in the hostId field.
9. Click Execute.
10. Verify that the maintenance mode status is cleared for the host by checking the Server response

code.

The operation is successful if the API response code is 200.

If you need any guidance during this process, contact Cloudera support for further assistance.

OPSAPS-66021: Error message about an unsupported ciphersuite while upgrading cluster with the latest
FIPS compliance

When attempting to display the YARN Queue Manager interface, Cloudera Manager displays the
following error message:

HTTP ERROR 400 java.net.ConnectException: Unsupported ciphersuite
TLS_EDH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

Ciphersuites supported by Query Manager and JVM are not matching with the ciphersuites that are
selected in Nmap, especially with ciphersuites that contain 3DES.

To avoid selecting ciphersuites that contains 3DES and to address the exception:

1. SSH into the Cloudera Manager server as a root user.
2. In the /etc/default/cloudera-scm-server file, remove the ciphers which contains 3DES from the

CMF_OVERRIDE_TLS_CIPHERS line.
3. You can uncomment and remove the ciphers which contains 3DES from the below key-value

pair list:

#export CMF_OVERRIDE_TLS_CIPHERS="TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_1
28_GCM_SHA256:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256:TLS_ECDH
E_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_G
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CM_SHA384:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256:TLS_DHE_RSA_WI
TH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA25
6:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH
_AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384:TLS_E
CDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_C
BC_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_RSA
_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256:TL
S_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_
SHA256:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH
_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA:TLS_DH
E_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256:
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
256:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC
_SHA:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_
SHA"

4. The updated key-value pair list might display as below:

export CMF_OVERRIDE_TLS_CIPHERS="TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_12
8_GCM_SHA256:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256:TLS_ECDHE
_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GC
M_SHA384:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256:TLS_DHE_RSA_WIT
H_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_
AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384:TLS_EC
DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CB
C_SHA384:TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256:TLS
_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_S
HA256:TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_
GCM_SHA256:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_
128_CBC_SHA256:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256:TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_128_CBC_SHA:TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA"

5. Restart Cloudera Manager.

If you need any guidance during this process, contact Cloudera support.

OPSAPS-66090: Error message while running collect stack    traces (jstack) command in an upgraded
cluster

When running the collect stack traces (jstack) command in an upgraded cluster, Cloudera Manager
displays the following error message:

Failed to execute jstack.

Run the Java jstack utility to capture Java thread stack traces.

Process HDFS-DATANODE-jstack (id=251) on host quasar-dasifj-1.quasar-dasifj.root.hwx.site
(id=2) exited with 1 and expected 0

After you upgrade the cluster, restart the cluster. This action should switch the re-parented processes
to direct control and re-synchronization process IDs to Cloudera Manager server.

If you need any guidance during this process, contact Cloudera support.

Fixed Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures in Cloudera Manager 7.6.7
(CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP2)

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) that is fixed in this release.

• CVE-2022-40149
• CVE-2022-40150
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• CVE-2018-18074
• CVE-2017-18640
• CVE-2022-25857
• CVE-2022-38749
• CVE-2022-38751
• CVE-2022-38750
• CVE-2022-36033
• CVE-2020-11988
• CVE-2022-23437
• CVE-2022-23457
• CVE-2022-24891
• CVE-2021-31812
• CVE-2021-27807
• CVE-2021-27906
• CVE-2021-31811
• CVE-2021-37714
• CVE-2020-28491
• CVE-2021-39141
• CVE-2021-39152
• CVE-2021-39148
• CVE-2021-29505
• CVE-2021-39146
• CVE-2021-39139
• CVE-2021-39147
• CVE-2021-39149
• CVE-2021-39150
• CVE-2021-39145
• CVE-2021-39144
• CVE-2021-39154
• CVE-2021-39151
• CVE-2021-39153
• CVE-2022-23307
• CVE-2022-23305
• CVE-2022-23302
• CVE-2021-4104
• CVE-2020-11979
• CVE-2021-36374
• CVE-2021-36373
• CVE-2020-9488

Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 Release Notes (CDP Private
Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP1)

Known issues, fixed issues and new features for Cloudera Manager and CDP Private Cloud Base.

Important:  Do not upgrade to Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 if you are running CDP Private Cloud Data Services
in your deployment.
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What's New in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP1)
New features and changed behavior for Cloudera Manager 7.6.1.

There are no new features 7.1.7 SP1 (Cloudera Manager 7.6.1) release. For any significant updates, see the
Documentation Errata in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 SP1)  on page 15.

Fixed Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
SP1)

Fixed issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1

Important:  Do not upgrade to Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 if you are running CDP Private Cloud Data Services
in your deployment.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-23472: Fix inaccuracies in Report Manager quota cache

Due to the inaccuracy of the HDFS quotas, the quota cache has been disabled. The modified quota
will appear in the usage reports after the new HDFS fsimage is processed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-57366:Cloudera Manager Sessions with Oracle database are not getting freed
up

When using Cloudera Manager 7.x with Oracle Databases, Cloudera Manager may cause a storage
leak in the Oracle database Temporary Space pool. This will cause the Temporary Space to fill up,
causing some queries from all applications using that Temporary Space to fail. This fix ensures that
the Temporary Space used by Cloudera Manager is released after each query.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-59359: Support secure web UIs without HDFS

It was not possible to enable the Secure WEB UI for Yarn if the cluster did not have the HDFS
service. Now the Secure WEB UI can be enabled with any DFS service in the cluster, including Dell
EMC PowerScale. Similarly, now the HTTP authentication cookie domain can be configured for
any DFS service."

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60943: Clicking on Historical Disk Usage by (User/Group) causes NPE

Fixed an issue on the Reports page in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console. When clicking the
link for Historical Disk Usage by (User or Group) the following error, caused by a Null Pointer
Exception, appears: Server Error A server error has occurred. See the Cloudera Manager Server log
for details.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60949: Auto-TLS initialization should use FQDN instead of hostname

Hosts now use the fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) instead of the hostname for certificate
generation when enabling Auto TLS.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61209: Alert publisher keeps logging "Connection Refused" for smtp server

Disabled email alerts by default in Alert Publisher, preventing exceptions from being logged when
default mail server settings are unsuitable for the deployment. Email alerts, if desired, have to be
enabled manually. Notably, this also includes upgrades from Cloudera Manager versions that enable
them by default.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61235: Agent should run SS command only over IPv4

The Cloudera Manager Agent uses the 'ss' command to detect port conflicts. This command fails
with a segmentation fault when IPv6 is disabled on the host and causes error messages to flood
in the logs. This fix resolves the issue by limiting 'ss' to obtain only IPv4 information for port
detection.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61286: Re-enable service log rotation after Cloudera Manager upgrade

Fixed a bug that occurs when upgrading Cloudera Manager agents that caused service logging to
fail.
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Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61326: Cluster installation on 7.1.7 with IBM PowerPC is failing while starting
the Hive service

Fixed an issue that caused the Hive Metastore to fail unless the
"hive.metastore.transactional.event.listeners" configuration in the Hive Metastore Server Safety
Valve was set. That configuration is no longer required.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61408: KMS ACL rendering needs improvements

When the set of KMS ACLs is very large, editing it on the configuration page is not feasible. The
ACLs editing page now displays a text area instead.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61482: Generate Credentials (MIT) script is hiding errors

Resolved issue where generating MIT Kerberos credentials may fail, but no script output is
observed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61549: Filter Hive ACID tables during Hive External replication

With this bug fix, Hive tables will be filtered out of replication. Specifically, if the table is specified
by a REGEX, the REGEX filter only applies to (matches) non-managed tables. If the table is not a
REGEX and refers to a managed table, an error will occur.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61656: Service monitor leaking Truststore reloader threads

Fixed an issue where the Service Monitor leaks Truststore reloader threads when the Atlas Server
Canary is enabled.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61803: Remove Jetty version from error page for additional security

Removed the "Powered by Jetty" message displayed by the Cloudera Manager Event Server's Jetty
error page for additional security.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61834: HBase replication not working with CDH 5

The following syntax error would occur when creating an HBase policy if the source HBase was
CDH 5:

 NameError: uninitialized constant STATE const_missing at org/jr
uby/RubyModule.java:2647 (root) at /tmp/tmp.DFQlVU7GhI:1 load at
 org/jruby/RubyKernel.java:1087 (root) at /opt/app/cloudera/parc
els/CDH-5.16.2-1.cdh5.16.2.p0.8/lib/hbase/bin/hirb.rb:177' 

This has been fixed now to generate a different add-peer syntax if the source HBase is running on
CDH 5.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61835: Improve handling of empty command arguments

Corruption of the arguments of one command in the Cloudera Manager database would prevent
all running and future commands from progressing. Now, the corrupted command errors out if
necessary, instead of being retried, and other commands are not affected.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61846: Restrict krb5.conf path only when managed by Cloudera Manager

Prior to this fix, when upgrading Cloudera Manager, in situations where a custom path for krb5
.conf is set via Advanced Configuration Snippets, Cloudera Manager would return an error in the
Cloudera Manager Admin Console and cause the upgrade to fail. The workaround was to set the
krb5.conf path to either /etc/krb5.conf or any path under /etc/hadoop.

Going forward, when Cloudera Manager manages the Kerberos configuration file location i.e.
"Manage krb5.conf through Cloudera Manager" setting is enabled, the expected paths for the file are
either at /etc/krb5.conf or any path under /etc/hadoop. When this setting is not enabled, the user can
set any path for the krb5.conf file.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61905: Cloudera Runtime 7.1.7 compatible topology.py is not Python 3
compatible
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Spark jobs being run in a Python 3 environment will not be able to run due to a topology.py file
that is not compatible with Python 3. The error logged by the failing Spark job is similar to the
following:

--- 21/11/19 16:20:50 WARN net.ScriptBasedMapping: Exception run
ning /etc/hadoop/conf.cloudera.yarn/topology.py 10.164.155.57 Ex
itCodeException exitCode=1: File ""/etc/hadoop/conf.cloudera.yar
n/topology.py"", line 60 print rack ^ SyntaxError: Missing paren
theses in call to 'print'. Did you mean print(rack)? 

This problem will manifest if Cloudera Manager 7.4.4 is managing a cluster running Cloudera
Runtime 7.1.7 or later, and the user attempts to launch a Spark job. The topology.py file has been
updated to be compatible with python3. After upgrading to Cloudera Manager 7.6.1, restart the
Spark service.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61939: Cloudera Manager agent fails to clean up stale client configurations

Fixed a bug where the Cloudera Manager agent failed to clean up directories under /var/run/clouder
a-scm-agent/process/ccdeploy*

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61965: Fix SAML SSO - VelocityEngine runtime failure

Fixed an issue where a user gets the following error when logging in to Cloudera Manager when
using SAML SSO:

org.apache.velocity.exception.ResourceNotFoundException: Unable 
to find resource '/templates/saml2-post-binding.vm'

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61972: HBase policy delete should clean up the policy details from a single peer

When deleting an HBase Replication policy, the table Column Families are removed from the
HBase peer. When last policy is deleted, the HBase peer is also deleted.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62087: Upgrade ttorrent-core

The ttorrent-core dependency was removed due to CVE issues CVE-2008-0071, CVE-2008-0364,
CVE-2008-4434, CVE-2008-7166, CVE-2014-8515, CVE-2015-5474

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62296: Fix label for Knox Gateway UI link

There has been an issue where the "Knox Gateway UI" link from the service page of a service with
Knox SSO enabled. The Cloudera Manager Admin Console was incorrectly opening the Knox
service page in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console. The link now opens the Knox Gateway UI
as expected.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62357: Atlas JDK 11 version check needs to be fixed

Atlas JDK version check has now been improved to check for JDK 11. After upgrading Cloudera
Manager, configuration staleness for Atlas service is expected, users must ensure sufficient
downtime and restart Atlas service.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62559: Delete Credentials is failing on RedHat8.2 with Active Directory KDC

On RedHat 8 and later, you may encounter an error when attempting to delete credentials if Active
Directory is used as the Kerberos KDC. This has been fixed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62581: Address CVE-2021-44228

CVE-2021-44228 has been addressed for log4j issues.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62708: API REST GET /externalUserMappings/{uuid} no results -
ENGESC-11872

Fixed an issue where the Cloudera Manager API is throwing an HTTP 500 error due to a
NullPointerException from the ExternalUserMappingManagerDaoImpl.getExternalUserMapping
(uuid) method because the entity manager object is null.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62711: Support Ldap auth for cancelQueryAPI in 7.1.7 SP1
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Impala queries cannot be canceled from the Cloudera Manager Admin Console or the
impalaQueries API on a non-kerberized cluster if Cloudera Manager/impalad LDAP authentication
is enabled. This fixes the issue by adding support for LDAP auth for cancelQueryAPI. Additionally,
The administrator will need to add an LDAP username and password to the Cloudera Manager
Impala configuration.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62812: HostMonitor Missing HSTS Header

Fixed an issue where the Service Monitor and Host Monitor only open a single port when TLS is
used for increased security.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62843: Multiple stats by different engines cause Hive 3 external replication to
fail

With this fix, Hive table column stats will now be correctly replicated between a CDP Private
Cloud Base source cluster to a CDP Private Cloud Base destination cluster. With the above fix,
administrators should not set the HIVE_REPL_STATS_ENGINE parameter in the Hive Replication
Environment Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve)".

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62976: HBase REST server does not catch its JVM properties from Cloudera
Manager.

Fixed a typo in the hbase.sh script that prevented catching up on changes from the configuration of
the HBase REST service.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-63056, OPSAPS-63057: Add custom kerberos path to HADOOP_OPTS

When modifying the default path of the krb5.conf file in Cloudera Manager,the following issues
were occurring:

• The credential generation for roles are failing
• KDC authentication with the Cloudera Manager server fails
• Services are failing to authenticate with the Cloudera Manager agent once manually getting

services up by applying hacks (i.e adding relevant JVM arguments or env variables)
• Some services like HDFS, Livy, HiveServer and Knox are failing as they are unable to locate the

new Kerberos path.

The above issues are fixed. For more information see this Knowledge Base article.

Known Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 (CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
SP1)

Known issues in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1
Cloudera bug: OPSAPS-63881:  When CDP Private Cloud Base is running on RHEL/CentOS/Oracle
Linux 8.4, services fail to start because service directories under the /var/lib directory are created with
700 permission instead of 755.

Run the following command on all managed hosts to change the permissions to 755. Run the
command for each directory under /var/lib:

chmod -R 755 [***path_to_service_dir***]

OPSAPS-65189: Accessing Cloudera Manager through Knox displays the following error:

Bad Message 431 reason: Request Header Fields Too Large

Modify the Cloudera Manager Server configuration /etc/default/cloudera-scm-server file to increase
the header size from 8 KB, which is the default value, to 65 KB in the Java options as shown below:

export CMF_JAVA_OPTS="...existing options...
-Dcom.cloudera.server.cmf.WebServerImpl.HTTP_HEADER_SIZE_BYTES=
65536
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-Dcom.cloudera.server.cmf.WebServerImpl.HTTPS_HEADER_SIZE_BYTE
S=65536"

OPSAPS-61825: Refreshing the cluster using the Refresh Cluster option fails with an error.

You may see the following error if you try to refresh your cluster from Cloudera Manager UI using
the Refresh Cluster option:

com.cloudera.cmf.command.CmdExecException: com.cloudera.cmf.serv
ice.CommandException: No command 'UpdateSolrConfigSet' found for
 role 'DbRole{id=21, name=RANGER-RANGER_ADMIN-1, hostName=xxxxxx-
xxxxxx-1.xxxxxx-xxxxxx.root.hwx.site}'

Avoid using the cluster-level Refresh Cluster command from Cloudera Manager. Instead, use the
role-level Refresh command for the individual roles available in the services from the Actions
dropdown menu.

OPSAPS-65213: Ending the maintenance mode for a commissioned host with either an Ozone DataNode
role or a Kafka Broker role running on it, might result in an error.

You may see the following error if you end the maintenance mode for Ozone and Kafka services
from Cloudera Manager when the roles are not decommissioned on the host.

Execute command Recommission and Start on service OZONE-1
Failed to execute command Recommission and Start on service OZ
ONE-1
Recommission and Start
Command Recommission and Start is not currently available for e
xecution.

To resolve this issue, use the API support feature to take the host out of maintenance mode.

1. Log into Cloudera Manager as an Administrator.
2. Go to  Hosts All Hosts .
3. Select the host for which you need to end the maintenance mode from the available list and click

the link to open the host details page.
4. Copy the Host ID from the Details section.
5. Go to  Support API Explorer .
6. Locate and click the /hosts/{hostId}/commands/exitMaintenanceMode endpoint for

HostsResource API to view the API parameters.
7. Click Try it out.
8. Enter the ID of your host in the hostId field.
9. Click Execute.
10. Verify that the maintenance mode status is cleared for the host by checking the Server response

code.

The operation is successful if the API response code is 200.

If you need any guidance during this process, contact Cloudera support for further assistance.

Technical Service Bulletins
TSB 2022-571: Increased heap memory in Reports Manager in Cloudera Manager 7.4.3+

“Directory Usage report should include a column that shows usage including Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) Snapshots” feature caused an unexpected increase of memory consumption in
Reports Manager. Using the affected versions can cause heavy Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Pauses
in the Reports Manager. Due to the JVM Pauses the HDFS Usage Reports cannot be updated.

Components Affected:

• Reports Manager
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Products Impacted:

• Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Private Cloud Base

Releases Impacted:

• CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
• CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 Service (SP) 1

Users Impacted:

• Users who actively use Reports Manager and the HDFS Usage Reports

Action required

• Request for a hotfix
• Alternatively, increase the heap size of the Reports Manager (headlamp_heapsize) at the

following location: Cloudera Management Service > Configuration > headlamp_heapsize.

The recommended value is up to four times the current recommendation (4 * FsImage size + 2
Gb).

For example:

FsImage size: 20 Gb;

Current recommendation in the official documentation: 4 * 20 Gb + 2 Gb = 82 Gb;

Recommended value for the increased heap memory needs: x * 82 Gb (1 < x <= 4)

Knowledge article

For the latest update on this issue see the corresponding Knowledge article:

Cloudera Customer Advisory: Increased heap memory in Reports Manager in Cloudera Manager
7.4.3+

TSB 2022-597: Cloudera Manager Event server does not clean up old events

The Event Server in Cloudera Manager (CM) does not clean up old events from its index, which can
fill up the disk. This leads to wrong “Event Store Size” health checks.

Component affected:

• Event Server

Products affected:

• Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Private Cloud Base
• CDP Public Cloud

Releases affected:

• CDP Public Cloud 7.2.14 (CM 7.6.0), and 7.2.15 (CM 7.6.2)
• CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 Service Pack (SP) 1 (CM 7.6.1)

Users affected:

• Users who have Event Server running

Impact:

• Event Server’s index fills up the space on the used disk eventually.

Action required

Patch: Please contact support for a patch to address this issue.
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• Workaround
Suggested workaround instructions:

1. Stop the Event Server.
2. Check path for Event Server’s index [eventserver_index_dir] in Cloudera Manager.
3. Archive /v4 folder in this path*.

a. Compress the v4 folder using the following command:

tar -czvf event_archive.tar.gz ${eventserver_index_dir}/v4

b. Copy the archived version to an external disk.
c. Remove the ${eventserver_index_dir}/v4 folder.

4. Start the Event Server**.

*The archived version can be restored, by archiving the current index as described above, and
extracting the archived version with the following steps:

a. Stop the Event Server.
b. Copy event_archive.tar.gz to         ${eventserver_index_dir}.
c. Extract event_archive.tar.gz using

tar -xvf event_archive.tar.gz

The extracted v4 folder should be under ${eventserver_index_dir}.
d. Start the Event Server.***

** After the Event Server is restarted a new index is built, which cannot be merged with the
previously archived index, if that is being restored.

*** After the archived index is restored, the Event Server will continue to build that index with
the new events.

5. Delete the Event Server’s index which is under /var/lib/cloudera-scm-eventserver/v4 by default,
can be changed using eventserver_index_dir parameter which is without the v4 subfolder.

6. Restart the Event Server.

Monitoring:

• CM by default has thresholds to monitor the Event Server space using
[eventserver_index_directory_free_space_percentage_thresholds] parameter.

You can adjust these as well by following the Cloudera Manager documentation.

Knowledge article

For the latest update on this issue see the corresponding Knowledge article: TSB 2022-597:
Cloudera Manager Event server does not clean up old events

Documentation Errata in Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 (CDP Private Cloud Base
7.1.7 SP1)

Important:  Do not upgrade to Cloudera Manager 7.6.1 if you are running CDP Private Cloud Data Services
in your deployment.

: Track swap rate vs. total swap used

Added a new health test that tracks swap rate, to reveal information that swap usage alone does not
convey. The health test can be enabled by configuring Swap Memory Rate Thresholds.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60517: Support metrics collection from secure endpoints
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Custom Service Descriptors can specify that the Cloudera Manager Agent host certificate is to be
used for the purpose of TLS client verification when collecting metrics. Existing Custom Service
Descriptors are unaffected by the change.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61605: New validations for Hive 3 replication

This modification is a CDH version check for Hive ACID tables during Hive External replication. If
CDH version is 7 or above, the following will occur:

Hive tables will be filtered out of replication. Specifically, if the table is specified by a REGEX, the
REGEX filter only applies to (matches) non-managed tables. If the table is not a REGEX and refers
to a managed table, an error will occur.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61773: Create only one HBase peer per source-destination cluster pair

When a HBase replication is configured between a unique source and target, a single HBase
replication peer will be created. Even when multiple RMApp policies are created between a unique
source and target, only one HBase replication peer will be created. Previously, each RMApp policy
created a separate HBase replication peer.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61881: Cloudera Manager table data now included in Diagnostic Bundles

Cloudera Manager now collects a critical set of table data from its own database as part of the
Diagnostic bundle. For information on configuring this feature, see Configuring collection of
Cloudera Manager table data

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61989: Upgrade activemq

active-mq has been upgraded to the latest version.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62295: Support for PostgreSQL 14

Cloudera Manager is now compatible with the PostgreSQL 14 database.

Support for MariaDB 10.5

Cloudera Manager is now compatible with the MariaDB 10.5 database.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62673: Support token API

Two new APIs have been introduced for customers to retrieve a token key that will allow Cloudera
to more accurately track assets, usage and node-counts, particularly in the absence of a diagnostic
bundle. Customers provide the token to the support team when asked when creating a support case.
To retrieve the token key, call:

GET /cm/clusterSupportTokens GET /clusters/{clusterName}/cluster
SupportToken 

You can also call this from the Cloudera Manager Admin Console. Go to Support Support Tokens.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62675: Cluster support token available in the Cloudera Manager Admin
Console

Cloudera Manager can supply a "Cluster Support Token" through the Cloudera Manager Admin
Console. This token may be requested by the Cloudera Support Portal when opening support cases.
This feature is accessible to users who have global authority to view cluster information. For more
information, see Cluster Support Tokens using Cloudera Manager.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-62748: Cloudera Manager: Upgrade Logredactor to version 2.0.13

Cloudera Manager is updated to use logredactor 2.0.13 for all releases.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61220New configuration properties for Server work directory path for Ranger
services

Ranger Admin / KMS / KMS-KTS server work directory can now be configured through the
parameter {{ranger.tomcat.work.dir}}

Ranger RMS server work directory can now be configured through the parameter {{ranger-
rms.tomcat.work.dir}}
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Ranger Raz server work directory can now be configured through the parameter
{{ranger.raz.tomcat.work.dir}}

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61876: NiFi service in Diagnostic Bundles

The NiFi service is now included in diagnostic bundle collection.

Cloudera Manager 7.4.4 Release Notes

Known issues, fixed issues and new features for Cloudera Manager and CDP Private Cloud Base.

Important:  Cloudera Manager has been replaced with the 7.4.4-24429768 hotfix release that contains
PATCH-5393 that includes a fix for the issue described in the TSB-545 Critical vulnerability in log4j
CVE-2021-44228.

What's New in Cloudera Manager 7.4.4
New features and changed behavior for Cloudera Manager 7.4.4.
Upgrades from CDH 6 to CDP are now supported.

You can upgrade from CDH 6.1 or higher to CDP Private Cloud Base. See In-place upgrade from
CDH 6 to CDP Private Cloud Base.

New Support for Dell OneFS (Isilon)

The following upgrades are now supported for Dell EMC PowerScale OneFS:

• CDH 5 to CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
• HDP 2 to CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7

New installations on Dell OneFS are now supported for CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7.

New Upgrade Guide Companion app

We are introducing a companion to the already existing Upgrade Guide we currently publish
with all releases. The Upgrade Companion is a stand-alone web page that is hosted as part of
docs.cloudera.com but is separate from the rest of the product documentation. It will provide a
central hub for all activities related to upgrading our products regardless of the form factor. The
Upgrade Companion will provide a set of content tabs that cover the major points of a customer's
upgrade journey:

• Getting Started
• Pre-upgrade Tasks
• Upgrade the Cluster
• Post-upgrade Tasks
• Troubleshooting

Each tab includes content and links that help the user navigate that particular step in the journey. In
addition, the Upgrade Companion will also include a full set of filters that are used to filter content
based on specific configurations selected.

See Upgrade Guide Companion.

New supported operating systems

The following operating systems are now supported for use with CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7:

• RHEL 8.2
• Ubuntu 20

increase replication policies page refresh rate greater than 15sec
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The auto-refresh interval on the Replication and Snapshots pages has been increased from 15
seconds to 2 minutes. A refresh button has been added to allow more frequent refreshes if desired;

New supported databases

The following databases are now supported for use with CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7:

• MariaDB 10.3 and 10.4
• Oracle 19.9

Rollback of upgrades to CDP

Rollback is now supported for the following upgrades:

• HDP 3 to CDP 7.1.7 (Cloudera Manager 7.4.4) or higher. See Rollback HDP Services from CDP
7.1.7

• CDH 6 to CDP 7.1.7 (Cloudera Manager 7.4.4) or higher. See Rolling back a CDH 6 to CDP
Private Cloud Base upgrade for the procedures.

Add test LDAP Configuration feature in Cloudera Manager

The configured LDAP settings can now be tested through the Cloudera Manager Admin Console
or API. After saving, LDAP settings can be tested without restarting the Cloudera Manager server.
This is available in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console under Administration -> Users & Roles -
> LDAP/PAM Groups and in the API at /cm/commands/testExternalAuthentication.

Cloudera Manager agent to support static UID+GID generation natively

Cloudera Manager now allocates fixed numeric IDs for service user accounts and service group
accounts (for example, the HDFS service runs in the "hdfs" user account).

Previously, Cloudera Manager allowed the OS on each host to choose the numeric ID underlying
the service accounts (for example, service user account "hdfs" would be allocated numeric ID 986).
This resulted in different hosts having random assignments of numeric IDs, which would make it
problematic to move partitions between hosts.

With this release, Cloudera Manager statically allocates numeric IDs when a new host is added to
Cloudera Manager. For services in the CDP parcels, the numeric ID will come from a static list. For
services in other parcels, the numeric ID is chosen by hashing the service name.

If a service user account or group account already exists, Cloudera Manager will not change the
numeric ID. Therefore existing hosts will not be changed. If customers were previously depending
on the semi-random allocation of numeric IDs to match between hosts, this change will cause new
hosts to have a different (though static) allocation from previously added hosts.

If customers pre-allocate service user and group accounts for the Cloudera Manager managed
services, Cloudera Manager will not modify those accounts.

The feature is turned on by default. To disable it, customers should set the property is_static_uid_gi
d_enabled  to false in /etc/cloudera-scm-agent/config.ini on all cluster hosts.

New configuration property for Streams Messaging Manager CSD

The property prometheus.query.threads determines how many parallel requests Streams Messaging
Manager should send to Prometheus when fetching metrics (in case Prometheus is used as a
backend metrics store). This value should match the value of the query.max-concurrency property in
Prometheus. The default value for both is 20.0.

New Date Format for killed Java process message

When a Java process is killed due to exceeding memory resources (Out of Memory - OOM),
Cloudera Manager creates a file called killed_by_killparent_on_oom in the process directory. The
timestamp stored in that file has been updated to use ISO 8601 format.

Make the YARN/HDFS SSL/TLS Cipher Suite's value dependent on FIPS compliant mode
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For FIPS compliant clusters, the SSL/TLS Cipher Suite should be set to Intermediate 2018 in
order to be able to access the web UIs of the services. Hive, HBase, HDFS and YARN already use
Intermediate 2018 as the default for FIPS mode.

Changing stacks_collection_directory will also set ownership of the directory to the process user

Cloudera Manager now displays a warning message when users try to set the "Stacks Collection
Directory/ Heap Dump Directory" to non-recommended paths. Previously, the operation of setting
"Stacks Collection Directory/ Heap Dump Directory" could change the ownership of any system
directory. Also, sharing the same directory among multiple service roles caused an ownership race.
Thus, any process that tries to access the folder might be denied and fail to start.

With this release, Cloudera Manager guides the user to set those paths under /tmp and /var/log. (For
example: /tmp/hdfs_stacks_collection_dirs). If this rule is contradictory to a previous deployment,
you can suppress or ignore the warning message.

Cloudera Manager now configures Atlas Hooks for Sqoop

Cloudera Manager is now capable of enabling and configuring the Sqoop Atlas Hook. See: http://
atlas.apache.org/2.0.0/Hook-Sqoop.html. The configuration happens automatically, no extra,
manual configuration is required from the users. Cloudera Manager will configure the Hook in
sqoop-site.xml and it will automatically generate the atlas-application.properties file for Sqoop.
If you are installing a fresh cluster with Atlas being present, then the Hook will be enabled
automatically and the atlas-application.properties will be generated for Sqoop. If you are upgrading
from an older cluster then you need to enable the Hook manually. To enable Hook manually:

1. Go to the configuration page for the Sqoop service.
2. Search for "Atlas".
3. Enable the checkbox and then re-deploy the client configurations using Cloudera Manager.

: Add new auth-to-local rule for Atlas

Support has been added for adding an auth-to-local rule for Atlas principal to Atlas service user
mapping.

Improved start up performance of YARN and MapReduce jobs.

Workload setup for YARN, MapReduce is now about 20% faster.

Cloudera Manager changed topology.map file generation from XML to INI format to improve the
performance of the script topology.py. topology.py has been modified to process topology.map in
INI format.

IBM Power PC (PPC) is supported with CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 on RHEL 7 and RHEL 8

IBM PowerPC is supported with the following operating systems:

• RHEL 7.9
• RHEL 8.2

Please see Known Issues for IBM PowerPC on page 24.

Fixed Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.4.4
Fixed issues in Cloudera Manager 7.4.4
Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-48387: Host Inspector incorrectly reports 5.x version for supervisord

Host Inspector no longer shows Cloudera Manager version attached to supervisord version.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-49267: Bundle log times are truncated early

Fixed an issue where Cloudera Manager diagnostic bundle collection fails to collect role logs for the
specified time range.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-54051: Metric names are not consistent in metric filter
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Fixed an issue where an invalid metric name was reported when adding some metrics to custom
metric filter lists. These metrics can now be added to filter lists using their names as they appear in
charts. Already configured filter lists are unaffected.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-55159: BDR job produced misleading message about snapshottable dir
detection

Fixed the misleading warning message.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-59818: Support for snapshot policy name containing "/" symbols

You must ensure that the snapshot policy name does not contain the characters % . ; / \ nor any
character that is not ASCII printable, which includes the ASCII characters less than 32 and the
ASCII characters that are greater than or equal to 127.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61078: Set kerberos ticket cache location for Omid

Previously the Omid component was unable to refresh its Kerberos tickets, so after some time
it failed to work properly and was unable to authenticate to HBase. This resulted transactional
Phoenix queries to fail. This issue is now fixed and the Omid component can function correctly on
kerberized clusters.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61133: Disable GRPC TLS by default in Ozone

Enabling GRPC TLS for Ozone caused issues starting the Cloudera Manager server in clusters
upgraded to CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.6 or 7.1.7. This setting is now disabled by default.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-58867: Cluster with custom kerberos principle deployment failing for Yarn's
first run failure

yarn.admin.acl values are now set according to the principal names.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60022: add follow redirect -L in scm_prepare_node.sh - to fix issues with empty
"baseurl" in .repo files

Previously, Cloudera Manager failed to follow redirects of the repository URL provided for
agent installation, causing agent installation to fail if a URL with a redirect was provided. Now, a
repository URL with a redirect can be used successfully.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60175: Internal error in Directory Usage Report

Fixed the ‘Internal error processing filesearch2' error in the Directory Usage Report when setting a
HDFS quota in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60264: Create Ranger audit logs in HDFS for Schema Registry

The ranger-audit configuration for Schema Registry did not contain an entry for defining where the
audit files will be stored in HDFS. When xasecure.audit.destination.hdfs was set to true, this caused
a silent failure in Ranger and no files would be written to HDFS. This issue has now been fixed and
the audit files are being created on HDFS.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60454:Cloudera Manager should add existing users to groups specified by a
parcel

Fixed an issue in which user-group mappings specified via parcel was not created properly if the
service users already exist. Cloudera Manager now adds existing users to groups as appropriate.

Known Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.4.4
Known issues in Cloudera Manager 7.4.4
Cloudera bug: OPSAPS-63881:  When CDP Private Cloud Base is running on RHEL/CentOS/Oracle
Linux 8.4, services fail to start because service directories under the /var/lib directory are created with
700 permission instead of 755.
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Run the following command on all managed hosts to change the permissions to 755. Run the
command for each directory under /var/lib:

chmod -R 755 [***path_to_service_dir***]

OPSAPS-60943 Clicking on Historical Disk Usage causes error

On the Reports page in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console, clicking the link for Historical Disk
Usage by (User or Group) causes the following error, caused by a Null Pointer Exception, to appear:

Server Error

A server error has occurred. The full stack trace is not shown here due to security reasons. See
Cloudera Manager Server log for details.

Set the start and end times to a shorter time period by adjusting the following values in the URL:

&start=2021-11-09&end=2021-12-09

OPSAPS-61905 Spark jobs will not be able to run due to topology.py file that is not compatible with
python3.

Manually edit topology.py file in the /etc/hadoop/conf* directories. Fix python3 incompatible lines.

Cloudera bug: OPSAPS-63881:  When CDP Private Cloud Base is running on RHEL/CentOS/Oracle
Linux 8.4, services fail to start because service directories under the /var/lib directory are created with
700 permission instead of 755.

Run the following command on all managed hosts to change the permissions to 755. Run the
command for each directory under /var/lib:

chmod -R 755 [***path_to_service_dir***]
x

CDPD-26099 Extra steps required to run Hue on RHEL 8

See the following Hue administration topics:

• MySQL - Installing and configuring MySQL on RHEL 8
• MariaDB - Installing and configuring MariaDB on RHEL 8

CDPD-28390 Rolling restart of HDFS JournalNodes may timeout on Ubuntu 20

If the restart operation times out, you can manually stop and restart the NameNode and JournalNode
services one by one.

CDPD-27663 RPC TLS configuration for Ozone is supported only on new CDP 7.1.7 clusters

Known Issue Description: gRPC TLS configuration for Ozone is supported only on new CDP 7.1.7
clusters and not on clusters upgraded from CDP 7.1.6 to CDP 7.1.7.

If you want to enable gRPC TLS on the upgraded CDP 7.1.7 clusters, you must contact Cloudera
Support for more information.

OPSAPS-59163 Client Configuration downloaded from Cloudera Manager Admin Console is not the
same as client configuration downloaded to cluster hosts

If you deploy the client configuration to a host that is not managed by Cloudera Manager, you will
need to make the following change:

1. Unzip the client configuration bundle.
2. Edit the hadoop-env.sh file and change the line that begins with export HADOOP_MAPRED

_HOME= to

export HADOOP_MAPRED_HOME=<path to Jar files>

OPSAPS-59802 – Zeppelin and Livy roles should be co-located on the same host.
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When installing or upgrading to CDP Private Cloud Base, you must co-locate all Zeppelin and Livy
roles on the same cluster host due to an issue with certificate generation.

OPSAPS-60412 Extra step required when using Cloudera Manager Trial installer on Ubuntu 20

When using cloudera-manager-installer.bin to install a trial version of Cloudera Manager, the
installation will fail.

Before running cloudera-manager-installer.bin run the following command:

apt-get install libncursesw5

OPSAPS-60721 Ozone fails to start when SCM High Availability is enabled

The Ozone SCM Primordial Node ID is a required field that needs to be specified with one of the
SCM hostnames during Ozone HA installation.

Ozone SCM can either be deployed in a 3 node or 1 node configuration. For the 1 node
configuration, the Ozone SCM Primordial Node ID configuration property is not a required
configuration. However for 3 nodes, this field is a required configuration to be added during
initialization of SCM.

When adding the Ozone service, enter the hostname of one of the SCM host in the Ozone SCM
Primordial Node ID field on the Review Changes page. If this value is not set, the startup of Ozone
services will fail.

OPSAPS-61045 Upgrading cluster with Hive requires Hue

If you have upgraded a cluster to CDP 7.1.7 and the source cluster includes the Hive service and the
Hue service is not included, the Hive Metastore may fail after the upgrade. Perform the following
steps to restore the Hive Metastore:

1. Ensure that you add a Hue user before proceeding to add the required Ranger policies for the
Hue user.

2. Log in to the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.
3. See if Health check issue is observed.
4. Navigate to Clusters
5. Select the Ranger service
6. Click Web UI. This redirects to the Ranger service page.
7. On the Ranger Admin UI, click Service Manager
8. Add the required Ranger policies for Hue user

The Policies include all - hiveservice, all - global, all - url, all - database, table, column and all
- database,udf policies created under cl1_hive. For more information, see Ranger policies for
components.

After the Hue user is added to the policies metastore health check issue is no longer observed in
the Cloudera Manager portal.

OPSAPS-61278: The SRM Client’s secure storage fails to generate correctly in FIPS-enabled clusters

In a FIPS enabled cluster, the SRM Client’s secure storage fails to generate correctly. As a result,
the automatically generated configuration used by the srm-control tool will contain unresolvable
references, making it unusable.

There are two workarounds for this issue. Choose one of the following:

• Configure SRM using the Streams Replication Manager’s Replication Configs Cloudera
Manager property.

Ensure that all cluster connection related properties (cluster aliases, bootstrap servers, security-
related properties) are added, with the appropriate prefixes, for all clusters taking part in the
replication process.
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• Manually create a custom configuration file and use it with the srm-control tool.

1. Create a copy of the default configuration located at /etc/streams_replication_manager/conf/
srm.properties.

2. Update all security related properties in the copy with the appropriate values.

The values that you must update are similar to the following example:

${secure:/var/lib/streams_replication_manager/client.store:e
xt_ssl_truststore_password}

Ensure that you replace all ${...} references with actual values such as the key and truststore
locations, passwords, and so on.

3. Run the srm-control tool using the --config option.

For example:

srm-control topics --config [***PATH TO CUSTOM CONFIGURATION
 FILE***] --source [***SOURCE_CLUSTER***] --targe
t [***TARGET_CLUSTER***] --add [***TOPIC1***],[***TOPIC2***]

OPSAPS-61523 Failure when installing Cloudera Manager Agents

When installing the Cloudera Manager Agent package on new hosts through either the Add Hosts
wizard or Add Cluster wizard, if you select Cloudera Repository during the Select Repository step,
the Agent Installation fails with message "Failed to Copy Installation Files".

Select Custom Repository instead and enter the URL and your license credentials in the following
format:

https://[username]:[password]@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/7.4.4 

Technical Service Bulletins
TSB 2022-571: Increased heap memory in Reports Manager in Cloudera Manager 7.4.3+

“Directory Usage report should include a column that shows usage including Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) Snapshots” feature caused an unexpected increase of memory consumption in
Reports Manager. Using the affected versions can cause heavy Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Pauses
in the Reports Manager. Due to the JVM Pauses the HDFS Usage Reports cannot be updated.

Components Affected:

• Reports Manager

Products Impacted:

• Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Private Cloud Base

Releases Impacted:

• CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7
• CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 Service (SP) 1

Users Impacted:

• Users who actively use Reports Manager and the HDFS Usage Reports

Action required

• Request for a hotfix
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• Alternatively, increase the heap size of the Reports Manager (headlamp_heapsize) at the
following location: Cloudera Management Service > Configuration > headlamp_heapsize.

The recommended value is up to four times the current recommendation (4 * FsImage size + 2
Gb).

For example:

FsImage size: 20 Gb;

Current recommendation in the official documentation: 4 * 20 Gb + 2 Gb = 82 Gb;

Recommended value for the increased heap memory needs: x * 82 Gb (1 < x <= 4)

Knowledge article

For the latest update on this issue see the corresponding Knowledge article:

Cloudera Customer Advisory: Increased heap memory in Reports Manager in Cloudera Manager
7.4.3+

Known Issues for IBM PowerPC
Known Issues for CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 deployed on IBM PowerPC.
Peer to peer Parcel distribution not working on IBM PowerPC on RHEL 8.2

Peer to peer Parcel Distribution is not working on Redhat 8 PowerPC platforms. As such, parcel
distribution will fail or get stuck when attempting to install Cloudera Runtime parcels. Before
installing or upgrading Cloudera Runtime, use the following work-around to enable installation of
Cloudera Runtime parcels.

1. Open the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.
2. Go to OPSAPS-61285HostsAll Hosts Configuration.
3. Locate the P2P Parcel Distribution Port property.
4. Change the value to 0.

If the parcel download and distribution has already failed, restart all of the Cloudera Manager
agents.

Open SSL 1.11g required for IBM PPC with RHEL 7

In order to start the Hue service, OpenSSL 1.11g must be installed on all cluster hosts when
installing CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7 on IBM PowerPC and RHEL 7.

OPSAPS-61326  Hive Server fails to start on IBM PowerPC with RHEL 8

When adding a cluster that includes the Hive service, the service may fail to start and the following
error message displays:

[main]: MetaException(message:Failed to instantiate listener nam
ed: org.apache.kudu.hive.metastore.KuduMetastorePlugin, reason: 
java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: org.apache.kudu.hive.metastore
.KuduMetastorePlugin)

If the Hive service fails to start, do the following:

1. Open the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.
2. Go to the Hive service.
3. Click the Configuration tab.
4. Change the following properties:

Hive Metastore Server Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for hive-site.xml

Add the following:

<property>
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  <name>hive.metastore.transactional.event.listeners</name>
  <value>
    org.apache.hive.hcatalog.listener.DbNotificationListener
  </value>
</property>

HiveServer2 Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for hive-site.xml

Add the following:

<property>
  <name>hive.metastore.transactional.event.listeners</name>
  <value>
    org.apache.hive.hcatalog.listener.DbNotificationListener
  </value>
</property>

5. Click Resume in the wizard to restart the installation wizard.

CDPD-26099 Extra steps required to run Hue on RHEL 8

See the following Hue administration topics:

• MySQL - Installing and configuring MySQL on RHEL 8
• MariaDB - Installing and configuring MariaDB on RHEL 8

Cumulative hotfixes

You can review the list of cumulative hotfixes that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7.

Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Cumulative hotfix 1
Know more about the Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 cumulative hotfixes 1.

This cumulative hotfix was released on February 16, 2023.

Note:  Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following are the list of fixes that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 CHF1 (version: 7.6.7-h1-37647895)

• OPSAPS-64520

Some CSD based service icons were missing. This issue is fixed now.
• OPSAPS-65242

Fixed an issue where an Event Server cleanup did not work properly and now it works as intended,
uses less CPU and keeps the events within the requested limits.

• OPSAPS-65562

Enabling HBase snapshot export to Azure storage during HBase replication from CDH5 source
cluster.
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• OPSAPS-65913

Fixed an issue of unstable config generation of Hue when more than 1 HS2 servers are present
without a configured load-balancer.

The repositories for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF1 are listed in the following table:

Table 1: Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF1

Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 8 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/redhat8/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/redhat8/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

RHEL 7 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/redhat7/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/redhat7/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

SLES 12 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/sles12/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/patc
h/7.6.7-h1-37647895/sles12/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

Ubuntu 20 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/ubuntu2004/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/ubuntu2004/apt/cloudera-
manager.list
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Repository Type Repository Location

Ubuntu 18 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/ubuntu1804/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h1-37647895/ubuntu1804/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Cumulative hotfix 2
Know more about the Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 cumulative hotfixes 2.

This cumulative hotfix was released on February 28, 2023.

Note:  Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following are the list of fixes that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 CHF2 (version: 7.6.7-h2-38250798)

• OPSAPS-65104

Importing table column statistics for Hive replication is thread-safe but causes performance
regression.

To resolve this issue, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the  Cloudera Manager Clusters Hive service Configuration  tab.
2. Locate the hive_replication_env_safety_valve property.
3. Add only one of the following key-value pair depending on your requirement:

• COLUMN_STATS_IMPORT_MULTI_THREADED=true

This ensures that the column statistics import operation is multi-threaded for Hive
replication.

• SKIP_COLUMN_STATS_IMPORT=true

This ensures that the column statistics import is skipped entirely.

The repositories for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF2 are listed in the following table:

Table 2: Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF2

Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 8 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/redhat8/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/redhat8/yum/cloudera-manager.repo
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Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 7 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/redhat7/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/redhat7/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

SLES 12 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/sles12/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/patc
h/7.6.7-h2-38250798/sles12/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

Ubuntu 20 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/ubuntu2004/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/ubuntu2004/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Ubuntu 18 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/ubuntu1804/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h2-38250798/ubuntu1804/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Cumulative hotfix 3
Know more about the Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 cumulative hotfixes 3.

This cumulative hotfix was released on March 14, 2023.

Note:  Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following are the list of fixes that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 CHF3 (version: 7.6.7-h3-38745041)
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• OPSAPS-64526

When Cloudera Manager is configured to use PAM as an external authentication provider (for
logins to Cloudera Manager), if a valid username is denied due to password expiration, then
Cloudera Manager will deny all future login attempts for any username. This issue is fixed now.

• OPSAPS-66050

The hive.auto.convert.join.noconditionaltask.size property was set to a low value of 50 MB. This
resulted in performance issues when the size of the container is 2 GB or more and if the sum of size
of the tables/partitions is more than 50 MB.

This issue is now fixed and the default value for hive.auto.convert.join.noconditionaltask.size is set
to 256 MB.

The repositories for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF3 are listed in the following table:

Table 3: Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF3

Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 8 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/redhat8/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/redhat8/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

RHEL 7 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/redhat7/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/redhat7/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

SLES 12 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/sles12/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/patc
h/7.6.7-h3-38745041/sles12/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

Ubuntu 20 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/ubuntu2004/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/ubuntu2004/apt/cloudera-
manager.list
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Repository Type Repository Location

Ubuntu 18 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/ubuntu1804/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h3-38745041/ubuntu1804/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Cumulative hotfix 4
Know more about the Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 cumulative hotfixes 4.

This cumulative hotfix was released on March 30, 2023.

Note:  Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following are the list of fixes that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 CHF4 (version: 7.6.7-h4-39231315)

• OPSAPS-63529

The "deleteLatestSourceSnapshotOnJobFailure" HDFS policy property could be accessed only
using CLI. You can now configure this parameter during HDFS replication policy creation using the
Advanced Restart replication using non-incremental (bootstrap) replication on replication failure 
field.

• OPSAPS-63571

Sometimes, entries reported by the HDFS snapshot-diff report for deleted directories appear as
modified. This might raise an FileNotFoundException error. In this scenario, you can configure the
"com.cloudera.enterprise.distcp.hdfs-snapshot-diff-cleanup.enabled" advanced configuration snippet
to address these unexpected entries.

• OPSAPS-63930

By default, snapshot diff-based (incremental) HDFS - HDFS replication uses a temp directory,
created in the parent of replication destination directory to synchronize source-side rename and
delete operations: deleted and renamed paths are first moved into this temporary directory, then
the renamed ones will be moved to their target followed by the deletion of this temporary directory
(thus deleting the paths scheduled to be deleted). Note that OPSAPS-63759 provides an optional
behavior to execute individual deletes without these moves.

This behavior of incremental replication leads to failure and fallback to bootstrap (full file listing)
replication when the replication process can not create this temporary directory (due to restrictive
HDFS permissions) or when the replication destination contains one or more HDFS encryption
zones (because HDFS moves can not cross encryption zone boundary).

This optional workaround solves these problems by executing rename operations in-place when
possible, otherwise using the best possible temporary rename operations without the need of the
above mentioned common temporary directory. Note that this workaround can be considered as a
superset of OPSAPS-63759. That is when both are enabled, the current one is applied.

Activating this workaround:

• Set HDFS service core-site.xml advanced configuration snippet (on the destination side)
"com.cloudera.enterprise.distcp.direct-rename-and-delete.enabled" to "true".
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• In an incremental replication run, check the stderr log of the last "Trigger a HDFS replication
job on one of the available HDFS roles." step, and make sure the INFO distcp.DistCpSync: Will
 use direct rename and delete      (for non cloud target) when using snapshot diff based sync. 
Temp directory       creation on the target will be skipped. message is displayed.

Adjusting delete logging: By default, every 100000 direct delete operations executed by this
workaround are logged. This is useful for following the synchronization of large source side deletes.
This default interval can be overridden by setting the "com.cloudera.enterprise.distcp.direct-
delete.log-interval" advanced configuration snippet to an integer value greater than 0. Note that this
advanced configuration snippet is shared with a workaround in OPSAPS-63759.

Usage notes: There can be conflicting source side renames and rename - delete interactions when
their destination side replay need to use temporary renames (for example, a name swap between two
paths using three renames). For these cases, the temporary rename destination will typically be next
to the final rename destination (will share the same parent path) avoiding both above mentioned
failure scenarios. Such temporary renames will be logged during execution like:

distcp.DistCpSync: Executing a temp rename: /test-repl-target/te
st-repl-source/file2 -> /test-repl-target/test-repl-source/file2
748016654

After execution, the number of operations will also be logged like:

INFO distcp.DistCpSync: Synced 0 through-tmp/cloud rename(s) and
 0 through-tmp delete(s) to target.
INFO distcp.DistCpSync: Synced 2 direct delete(s) to target.
INFO distcp.DistCpSync: Synced 2 direct rename(s) to target.
INFO distcp.DistCpSync: Used 2 additional temporary rename(s) 
during syncing.

• OPSAPS-64925

You could configure the numListstatusThreads parameter, that specifies the number of threads to
be used for fetching the file statuses, only through CLI and not during the HDFS replication policy
creation process. This issue is fixed.

You can now configure this parameter during HDFS replication policy creation using the  Advanced
File listing threads  field.

• OPSAPS-65966

Fixed an issue where Ranger policies were not automatically created for Kudu.
• OPSAPS-66107

Avoiding unnecessary Resource Manager scheduled refresh in Global Pools Refresh command.
During Autoscaling in the public cloud, the scheduled Global Pools refresh command was causing
conflicts with the Resource Manager refresh command that is triggered by commission and
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decommission commands of Yarn service (which caused Autoscale failures as the Resource
Manager refresh command was not available). This issue is fixed now.

The repositories for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF4 are listed in the following table:

Table 4: Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF4

Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 8 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/redhat8/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/redhat8/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

RHEL 7 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/redhat7/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/redhat7/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

SLES 12 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/sles12/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/patc
h/7.6.7-h4-39231315/sles12/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

Ubuntu 20 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/ubuntu2004/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/ubuntu2004/apt/cloudera-
manager.list
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Ubuntu 18 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/ubuntu1804/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h4-39231315/ubuntu1804/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 Cumulative hotfix 5
Know more about the Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 cumulative hotfixes 5.

This cumulative hotfix was released on April 24, 2023.

Note:  Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following are the list of fixed issues that were shipped for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7 CHF5 (version: 7.6.7-
h5-40213482):

• OPSAPS-65267

Cross-site sessions were prohibited in the latest browsers because of SameSite header by default
was set to Lax. This issue is fixed now by adding SameSite=None with a secure attribute for the
session cookies that are created after login so that cross-site secure cookies are supported.

The secure attribute works only with TLS-configured clusters. You must have a TLS-enabled
cluster for cross-site sessions to work.

• NAV-7341-Spark extractor issues with HDFS namespace

When Navigator is installed and started with CDP installation, the Agent could move Spark lineage
files out of the lineage directory which are not processed by Navigator. This issue is fixed now.

• The repositories for Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF5 are listed in the following table:

Table 5: Cloudera Manager 7.6.7-CHF5

Repository Type Repository Location

RHEL 8 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/redhat8/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/redhat8/yum/cloudera-manager.repo
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RHEL 7 Compatible Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/redhat7/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/redhat7/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

SLES 12 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/sles12/yum

Repository File:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/patc
h/7.6.7-h5-40213482/sles12/yum/cloudera-manager.repo

Ubuntu 20 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/ubuntu2004/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/ubuntu2004/apt/cloudera-
manager.list

Ubuntu 18 Repository:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/cm7/
patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/ubuntu1804/apt

Repository file:

https://username:password@archive.cloudera.com/p/
cm7/patch/7.6.7-h5-40213482/ubuntu1804/apt/cloudera-
manager.list
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